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On languages representable in rational probabilistic automata

fn a probabilistic automaton the initial vector as well as the transition
matrices are stochastic and the final vector consists of 0's and l,s only.
rf the elements of these vectors and matrices are replaced by arbitrary real
numbers, then we get the so-called generalized automaton. However, this
generalization is not essential as far as the family of representable languages
is concerned; we have proved in [2] that a language can be represented in
a generalized automaton if and only if it can be represented in a probabilistic
automaton. This result is a useful tool in the investigation of languages
representable in probabilistic automata.

In this paper, we first (sections I and 2) present two different notions
of the representability of languages in probabilistic automata and prove,
by using generalized automata, that they lead to the same family of lan-
guages, which we call the family of stochastic languages.

fn section 3, we investigate probabilistic automata where the elements
of the initial vector and of the transition matrices are rational numbers.
The family A,o, of languages representable in these automata with rational
cut-points contains all regular languages as a proper subfamily. It turns
out that *,,, coincides with the family 92,^, by which we mean the family
of languages representable with integer-valued cut-points in generalized
automata where the elements of the initial vector, of the final vector and"
of the matrices are integers. By using generalized automata, we prove that
the family 4,o, is closed under complementation. As it is well-known, the
corresponding problem for the whole family of stochastic languages is open.
fn section 3, we also introduce another subfamily of stochastic languages
containing all regular languages as a proper subfamily.

Finally, in section 4 generalized automata are used in establishing that
the language {r"y"ln } 1} is a stochastic language.

1. By an alphabet 1 we mean a finite non-empty set. The set of words,
including the empty word A, over the alphabet 1 is denoted by W(I).
Subsets of W(I) are called languages over 1. The union, the intersection
and the product of two languages L, and L, are denoted, respectively,
by Lr* Lz,LLnLz and LrLr. The complement of a language Z with
respect fo WQ) is denoted by L. We also use the notations
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Lr - Ls - Lrfi Lr, L*

where to : {A}.

DefinitiOn. A generalized, automaton over the alphabet 1 is an ordered

quadruple 6A{: (S,M,ns,fo) where g:{s1,...,s"} is a finite non-

empty set (the set of states), M is a mapping of -I into the set of n x n
matrices with real elements, zo is an z-dimensional row vector with real

components (lhe initial aector) and /, is an n-dimensional column vector
with real components (the final, aector).

The domain of M is extended from 1 fo WQ) by defining

M(A): E" (nxn identitY matrix),

M(rrrr' . . r*) : M(*r) M(rr). . . M(r*)

where lc>l and r;e I.
If the initial vector zo as well as the matrices M(r) (x € 1) are stochastic

and the final vector /n consists of 0's and l's only, then 62[ is called

a probabilisti,c automatoz. In this case we also use the notation $!I.
By a rati,onat gtrobabi,li,sti,c automaton ffi$?[ we mea,n & probabilistic

automaton $?I: (S,M,ns,fs) where the element's of z, and of the

matrices M(r) @ e I) are rational numbers.

An integer-ualued, general'i,zed, automaton '$O!I: (5, M,no,fo) is a

generalized automaton where the elements of ze,,fs and of the matrices

LI(r) @ e I) are integers.
x'or any real number q, the language represented in GJ![ with the cut-

point 17 is defined to be the set

L(@A,rt): {P eWg) lnrM(P)fo> q).

If 6!I is a probabilistic automaton, then L(@A, rt) is called a sfo-

chastic language.
X'or any probabilistic automaton ElI : (5, M,26,/r) and for any real

numbers q and e (e 2 0), we define

- ir,,i .=, ()

(1)

Let 
"Z 

be the family consisting of the languages L over -I such that,
for some *W,rt and e, L : L(s§U,q, e). Tn what follows, we also use the

notation *,", (9{r^,) to mean the family of languages -L over .I such

that, for some ftS?I (S0?I) and some rational number q (integet q),

I: Z(S$2t,rt) (L: Z(S6!I,ry)).
It should be noted that the family of regular languages over .[ is a
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proper subfamily of -q,o, (cf., for instance, the example of [2], p. l9).
On the other hand, 92,o, is denumerable and, consequently, a proper
subfamily of stochastic languages.

Lemma 1. A language L can be represented, 'i'n a general'i,zed, automaton
if and, only i,f i,t can be represented, i,n a probabi,li,sti,c automaton, i,.e., if anil,

only i,f i,t i,s a stochast'ic language.

This lemma has been proved in [2] by using a constructive method.
The following lemma has been proved in [2] for the so-called. generalized.

probabilistic automata, but the same proof is valid for generalized automata.

Lemma 2. Ior two generali,zeil, automata @211 : (Sr, Mr, nr, f1) and,

O?I2 : (Sr, M2,n2,f2\ ouer I, there eruist generalized' autonxa,ta, 02[ :
(S,M,ns,fs) and, @![': (S',M',n[,f'o) such that, for any word, P eWQ),

nrM(P) fo : nrMt(P) fi { nrMr(P) f,
and,

n'uM'1P\ f', : ("rlVIr(P) fr) (nrMr(P) fr) .

2. In this section, we show that the family'9{ obtained from the
definition (l) coincides with the family of stochastic languages.

Theorem 1. A language L belongs to the fami,ly t{a if and only i,f it i,s

a slochclslic language.

Proof. For the »if»-part, assume t},ah L is a stochastic language over
I, i.e., L: LfBA,q) (q at) for a probabilistic automaton S2[:
(5, M,n6,/u). Thus,

L : {Pl noM(P) fo} ,t) ,

which can be expressed in the form

L : {Pl inoM(P) fo - Ll < t - ,r} .

This implies that L e -q..

To establish the »only if»-part, let L e '-t he arbitrary. By the definition
of 9L, there exist a probabilistic automaton S!I: (Sr, Mr,nr,fr) and
real numbers q, e (e ä 0) such that

L : {Pl lnlMr(P) h - rti < .} .

Since e ) 0, this can be written in the form
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There exists a generalized automaton 6?I' : (82, M2, nz, fz) such that,
for any word P ewg), nrMr(P)fr: -T. This implies, by Lemma 2,

that for some generalized automaton @2I." : (5, M,no,fo) lhe equation

(2)

(3)

L - {P I @rMr(P) f, - ??)' < u'}

noM(P) fo : @rMr(P) J, - rt)z

holds for any word P e Wg). From formulas (2) and (3) it now follows
that

L : {Pl noM(P) (-å) > - r'} .

In othelwords, L : L(@V, -e2) for @?I : (5, M, no, -fo). By Lemma
1, this implies lhat L is a stochastic language. Theorem I is thus proved.

Remark. X'or any generalized automaton CI?{, the language L(@21,q, e)

can be defined in the same way as L(fi?I,q,e) in (I). AIso in this
case the corresponding family of languages coincides rvith the family of
stochastic languages. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 1.

3. This section deals with rational probabilistic automata. trVe need

the following two lemmas.

Lemma 3. The fam,ily *,,^, i,s a subfami,ly of *,o,

The validity of this lemma is verified by considering the constructive
proof of Lemma I in l2l.

Lemma 4. If L e *,o,, then there erists
automaton SGJ2I such that L: ,(S6?I, 01.

Proof . Let L e A,o, be arbitrary. By
for some ffiStI - (§r, Mr, nr,fr) and some

f |-

Note that the components of f't
a stochastic vector for everv word

a?L i,nteg er-ualuecl ge?Lerclli,zed,

rational number 11. Denote

numbers. Since %lt (P)
we have

f, [I
L;l

are rational
P € W(I),

1S
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This implies that, for @2I: (Sr, Mr,nr,f|,), L: L(@A,0). Since the
elements of n1,/i and of the matrices Mr(x) @ e I) are rational, there

exists a natural number K such that the elements of

no: Knr, fo: Kf',', M(") : KMr(r) @ e I)

are integers. Clearly, for any word P e WQ), nrMr(P)f i > 0 if and only if
noM(P)/, > 0. This implies that, for S6?I : (§r, M, ne, fo), L : r(SCI2[, 0),

whence the lemma follows.
As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3 and 4, we obtain the fol-

lowing

Theorem 2. The families 9t,o, anil, lti*, are equal,.

It is not known whether or not the familv of stochastic languages is

closed under complementation. fn the following theorem we solve this
problem for the subfamily 9t,o, of stochastic languages.

Theorem 3. The family '-t,o, i,s closed, uniler comytlementation. Thus,

if L e 9!,o,, then L is a stochastic language.

Proof. LeL L e '-L,o, be arbitrary. By Lemma 4, L: ,(S62{, 0) for
an integer-valued generalized automaton S6!{ : (8, M,no,fo). ft follows

that

(4) noM(P)fi is an integer for all P e W() .

Since

L : {Pl noM(P)Å 
= 

0} ,

we infer from (4) that

L : {Pl noM(P)Å < 1}

: {Pl noM(P) (-/o) > - l}.
Hence , : ,(S6?{', - I) for the integer-valued generalized automaton

S62t' : (5, M,no, - fo). Theorem 3 now follows from Theorem 2.

For any probabilistic automaton $!I: 15, M,ns,fs) over I, we

denote

,(SU,rt, :) : {P e WQ) 1 noM(P) f, : q) .

Leb :/.1:1 be the family consisting of the languages L ove.r 1 such that,
for some $2I and some real number T,L: I(SQI,T,:). Leb 9/,,,1:1
be the family of languages -L over -[ such that, for some ffiS2[ and
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some rational number q,L: Z(SSU, T,:). (Thus, 'A*,(:) is a sub-
family of Z(:1.1

Theorem 4. The fami,ly of regular languages ouer I ,i,s a prolter subfamily
of 1,*1:1. The fami)ly A,,,(:) is a proper subfami,l,y of stochasti,c lan-
gua,ges.

Proof. Every deterministic automaton c&n be rewritten as a proba-
bilistic automaton where the initial vector and the rows of the transition
matrices are co-ordinate vectors. Thus, for any regular language L over
.I, there exists a deterministic automaton $?[: (S,M,zs,/,) such that
L: {PlnoM(P)fo: r\. This implies that L ee(,o,1:). The first part
of Theorem 3 now follows from the fact that, for example, the non-regular
language {r" yr" y ln 2 l\ * rgg belongs to *,",1:'1 (cf. [t]).

To prove the last sentence of the theorem, let L e 4,,,(:) be arbitrary.
From the proof of Lemma 4 we conclude that

L:{PlnoM(P)"fo:0}
for an integer-valued generalized automaton S62l: (5, M,no,fo). It
follows lhat noM(P)/o i. an integer for all P e WQ). Consequently,

L: {Pl @rM(P) "fo)'< 1}.

As in the proof of the »only if»-part, of Theorem l, it is verified that Z is
a stochastic language. The proof is now complete, because :1,,,(:) is
denumerable.

The problem whether or not *(:) is a subfamily of stochastic lauguages
is open. We have established in [2] that if there exists a language L e -qe)
which is not stochastic, then the family of stochastic languages is not
closed under complementation.

4. X'inally, we show that the language {r"y" I n 2 l) is a stochastic
language. The following lemma is needed.

Lemma 5. There er'i,sts a generalized, automaton 6?{: (5, ilI,ns,fs)
otser {r,y) such that the elements of ns,fq and, of the matrices M(r), M(y)
are rational anil,

{Pl rroM(P) Å:0}: {r"y"lr, = 
t}+ ((* + ?/)* rm*yy*).

Proof. Denote
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x(l ) *,

x,I(l )

v(*)
Fig. 1.

Consider the generalized automaton @!I: (5, M,no,fr) over {*,a}
where §:{sr,...,s2},

fro:(*,*,0," ',0) , f{:
(f{ means the transpose of fi and the
graph of Figure 1.

It is verified that, for any nonnegative

nolvr(P)fo:{å,?;e;!:åJta - (å)") is

This implies our lemmA.

(0,"'r0 12, 2)

mapping l[ is defined by the

integers n and k,

P if of the form fin+'An*t,

Theorem 5. The language {r"y" I n > I} is a stoclrasti,c language.

Proof. Let, L1, L, and Z be as in the proof of Lemma E. tr'rom this
lemma and the proof of Lemma 4 it follows that

L : {Pl noM(P)fo: o1

for an integer-valued generalized automaton E62I: (S,M,no,fi. We
consider the language L, in the form

v+)

JO

x(*)

x(+)
I
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(5) Lr:LnLr.
since L, is a regular language, there exists a deterministic automaton

S2[ : (Sr, M1, nr, fr) such that

(6) L2: {P I nrMr(P) h: r) .

Denote fl.: f, - (1, . . . , 1)t. X'ormula (6) now implies that, for the
integer-valued generalized. automaton S62[1 : (§r, Mr,n'li),

Lr: lf l nrMr(P) f ', : oj .

By Lemma 2, there exists a generalized automaton @2I2 : (52, M2, nz, fz)
over {r, y} such that, for all P e @ * Y)*,

nrMr(P) fr: (noM(P)Å)' + (l\n[Le) f |)z -

Consequently, by formula (5),

Lr: {P I nrMr(P) fr: 0} .

X'or all P e@!y)*, the numbers noM(P)/r and nrMr(P)fi are integers.

Thus also nrMr(P)/, is an integer. This implies that

L'": {Pl lnrM2(P) frl < r} .

As in the proof of the »only if»-part of Theorem 1, it is now verified that
-t, is a stochastic language.

University of Turku
Turku, Finland
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